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Success Criteria

Aim

• Statement 1 Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.

• Statement 2
• Sub statement

Success Criteria

Aim
• To learn how to make a tessellation template.

• I can follow instructions carefully in order to create my own unique 
template.

• I can work accurately.

• I can create my own tessellation design using my own template.



Equipment

Begin with a rectangular piece of thin card. If you are planning on using 
your finished template to create an A5 tessellation design, try a 5cm x 7cm 
rectangle. The bigger the rectangle, the bigger your template.

You will also need:

• Scissors

• Sticky tape

• Pencil/pen

• Piece of white A5 card



Method

1. The top of your card will be the shorter 
measurement in width. Begin by drawing 
a line from the top your card to the 
bottom. It could be a wiggly line, or 
zigzags, but don’t make the design too 
complicated to cut out.

2. Cut down the line very carefully.

3. Next, move the two pieces so that the 
straight edges are now back to back. Using 
sticky tape, carefully join them together 
making sure there aren’t any gaps.

Top tips: Use a piece of tape that is smaller than your template. 
Keep your template this way up, ready for the next step.



Method

4. Draw another line from left to right 
(wiggly/zigzags), keeping it central. You may 
need a pen to do this.

5. Carefully cut along this line and put the 
pieces back to back again (along the straight 
edge), using sticky tape to join them together.

6. Now you have your finished template, you are 
almost ready to begin your tessellation design. 
First, decide whether your template looks 
better portrait or landscape.



How To Use Your Tessellation Template

To create your tessellation design, take a piece of 
white card and place the template in the centre. 
Draw around it very carefully.

Now, move the template to the right or left of your 
outline and make sure it fits perfectly without any 
gaps or overlapping. You might find that when you 
move your template above or to the side of the 
original outline, it doesn’t completely fit on the 
page. This doesn’t matter, just draw around what 
you can before going off the edge of the paper.

Continue filling the whole sheet of paper with your design.

Finally, choose different colours to colour in your tessellation. Two 
alternate colours will work well and really make your design stand out.




